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After all, this heavenly pearl can evolve into a fairyland called Xuyuan fairyland. That fairyland used to be 

the place where the temple of wanxu was used to cultivate zhenzhuan disciples. 

 

If fairyland comes again, all nightmares will disappear. 

 

Therefore, although the nightmare lesson is profound, ye Chen doesn't panic and has a way to deal with 

it. 

 

Sword nameless way: "reincarnation Lord, are you really all right?" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, way: "rest assured, temporarily still can't die, we go back quickly, 

otherwise your master can't wait." 

 

Sword nameless thought of master, a burst of worry, immediately nodded solemnly. 

 

Later, ye Chen leaves Hongjun's secret place and returns to the center of the earth. 

 

In this dark forbidden sea trip, I finally found the sword without danger. 

 

Ye Chen's greatest harvest is the Pearl of heaven. 

 

This Wangshu heavenly pearl is the source of moonlight. Although it is useless for ye Chen, if it is given 

to Xia Ruoxue, it will be enough to transform Xia Ruoxue's bright moon book. 

 

Once Mingyue Tianshu is integrated with Wangshu Tianzhu, it will be upgraded to supreme Tianshu. 



 

Even, ye Chen feels that the power of the upgraded Ming Yue Tian Shu will be enhanced a hundred 

times, even comparable to Wu Wu Tian Shu! 

 

Xia Ruoxue's moon way is very profound. This pearl of heaven is of great value to her. In her hands, she 

can exert the greatest power. 

 

Ye Chen rushes back to the center of the earth, and has no time to see Xia Ruoxue, so he has to put 

away Wangshu Tianzhu first. 

 

This time back to the center of the earth, there was no more accident. 

 

Ye Chen and Jian are nameless and return to Hongjun sword school smoothly. 

 

Today's Hongjun sword sect, the mountain gate has already collapsed, leaving only the Wutu world 

arranged by Ye Chen. 

 

The Dao Yun and Qi Yun of the Hongjun sword school all circulate in the world of Wutu. 

 

But in the world of Wutu, an old man was lying on a stone bed. 

 

The old man's face was mottled, and his spirit was like flowing silk. He was already exhausted and his 

lamp was withered. He was the ten sword saints who used to be powerful all over the world! 

 

Beside Jian Tongtian, there are Qiu Yan and Xue Tianyin, as well as a lot of miscellaneous service 

disciples. 

 

Even, there are some doctors around Shifang sword sage. 

 

Obviously, after ye Chen leaves, Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan don't give up. They go out and ask some 

doctors to come back. 



 

But unfortunately, there is no way out, even ye Chen can not save people, how can ordinary doctors 

treat? 

 

All of them were looking at the life of the ten swordsman with a gloomy look on their faces, but they 

couldn't help it. 

 

Jianming returns to Hongjun sword sect. Seeing that the mountain gate is destroyed and the master is 

dying, he is completely stunned as if struck by lightning. 

 

"Elder martial brother, Mr. Ye!" 

 

Snow Tianyin see ye Chen with sword nameless back, first a stay, and then issued a cry, rushed over, one 

hand hold Ye Chen, one hand grasp the sword nameless broken arm, shocked, cry more severe. 

 

"Master, the elder martial brother is back!" 

 

When Qiu Yan saw the nameless sword coming back, his eyes were red and he reported to Shifang 

sword sage. 

 

In the throat of Shifang sword saint, he made a sound like a broken bellows, and struggled to sit up. 

When he saw the nameless sword coming back, he was stunned at first, then his body trembled 

violently, and his turbid eyes turned red 

 

"Nameless, you're back." 

 

Jianming knelt down and kowtowed, saying: "master, I'm back. I was stubborn and betrayed my school, 

which led to a big mistake. Please forgive me!" 

 

Shifang Jiansheng's tears fell down and said: "it's OK, just come back, your arm..." 

 

His voice was hoarse and he looked at the nameless broken arm of the sword. 



 

Sword nameless way: "it's the price for me to betray my school, but master, don't worry, I have become 

a left-handed sword, which has been inherited by Hongjun's ancestors. Kendo is far better than in the 

past." 

 

"Is that right? It seems that you have an adventure when you go to Hongjun secret land. It's very good, 

very good. " I feel very happy in my heart. 

 

Sword nameless way: "master, your body is not good, first rest, don't talk." 

 

Shifang sword Saint coughed twice, and his face was pale. He said, "no, I can't fight against wanxu. It's 

too expensive. My life has come to an end. But before I die, I can see my master and disciples again. I'm 

finally dead with no regrets." 

 

Say, ten square sword Saint looked at Ye Chen one eye, deeply appreciate. 

 

Ye Chen is silent. Although he has finished the task, he can't save the life of Shifang sword sage. 

Naturally, he is not happy. 

 

Now the ten swordsman's heart is tied, but his pale face is a little ruddy, and his spirit is booming. It is 

obvious that he is ready to drive the crane to the West. 

 

Sword nameless eyes with tears, speechless. 

 

Shifang sword sage looked at the nameless sword, then looked at Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan, and said, 

"after my death, you'd better live. It's useless to follow the Lord of reincarnation. The world has 

changed. Only by helping reincarnation can you fight against wanxu and live in this chaotic world." 

 

Jian Mingming, Xue Tianyin, Qiu Yansan: "yes!" 

 

Shifang Jiansheng was very pleased and said, "well, before I die, you three brothers and sisters, dance 

sword for me again, so that even if I die, I won't forget you." 



 

After a pause, he looked at Ye Chen and said with a smile, "Lord of reincarnation, if you take charge of 

reincarnation peak one day, don't forget my old bone." 

 

The implication is that ye Chen should not forget him and revive him later. 

 

The peak of reincarnation in legend can be in charge of the law of life and death in the world. Even the 

dead can be revived. 

 

Of course, it's just a legend, and no one has ever really seen it. 

 

Ye Chen said: "certainly!" 

 

Shifang sword Saint nodded slightly, sword nameless, Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan looked at each other, 

silently and tearfully, and pulled out the long sword. 

 

Then, three brothers and sisters, in front of the ten sword saint, dance a sword. 

 

The sword technique they danced was the entry-level sword technique of Hongjun sword school. It was 

gentle and beautiful, just like dancing. The sword blade swept through the air and made a beautiful 

sound like a musical instrument. 

 

Three people dance a sword, ten sword Saint quietly watching. 

 

At the end of the song, Shifang Jiansheng smiles, closes his eyes and dies peacefully. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Jian Mingming and the other three, when they saw the immortal death of their master, were all in great 

grief and lost their voice. 

 



Then, the three fell on the body of Shifang sword saint and wept bitterly. The audience was moved. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is sad. Although he had expected that the ten swordsman would die, it's a little sad to 

see it with his own eyes. 

 

After all, if it wasn't for Shifang sword sage, ye Chen would have been killed by wanxu magic sword and 

would not have survived. 

 

The funeral of the ten swordsmen is simple. 

 

Finally, at the request of Jianming, xuetianyin and Qiu Yan, ye Chen buried the bones of Shifang 

Jiansheng in the world of the yellow spring, under the Alsophila spinulosa tree. 

 

Sword nameless three people so request, is to wait for later, ye Chen in charge of reincarnation peak, 

can the first time, their master resurrected. 
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Ye Chen solemnly erected a stele for the ten sword saints, and engraved a line on the stele: 

 

The tomb of the ten sword saints. 

 

It's a memorial. 

 

…… 

 

Three days later, the affairs of Shifang Jiansheng were thoroughly dealt with. 

 



Sword nameless inherits the position of leader of the sect and becomes the new master of Hongjun 

sword sect. He inherits all the orthodoxy, but he doesn't need to trouble ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is still respected as the elder of Keqing and the spiritual leader of Hongjun sword sect. Jianming 

is willing to go through fire and water for him. 

 

Even Jian Mingming wants to give his younger martial sister Xue Tianyin to Ye Chen as a cauldron, so as 

to consolidate the alliance and enhance the relationship. 

 

However, ye Chen naturally did not agree. 

 

After the end of the cause and effect of Hongjun sword school, ye Chen returned to the ancestral place 

of Fengjia and met Wei Ying. 

 

Wei Ying's injury, improved a lot, see ye Chen back, naturally is very happy. 

 

Ye Chen sleeps with her, giving her the energy of reincarnation and helping her heal. 

 

After half a month, Wei Ying recovered from her injury and entered a closed state, ready to try to break 

through again. 

 

But this half month time, ye Chen naturally not idle, he uses the soldier word Jue, tries to repair the 

spirit market Tianzhu. 

 

If the Tianzhu of lingxu is restored, it can nourish his spirit and let him get rid of the influence of the 

nightmare of Wutian. 

 

However, half a month is not enough. Ye Chen needs more time. 

 

Just as he was concentrating on the restoration, suddenly a flying sword sent a letter to Ye Chen. 

 



"Well?" 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised. He opens the letter to see that it's from the blood demon clan. The sender 

is Hongxia fairy. 

 

Hongxia fairy invited him to get together in the blood demon mountain range. There was something 

important to discuss. 

 

"Hongxia fairy invited me. What's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen in the heart move, think of the red haze fairy that seductive charming posture, mind and slightly 

a swing. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen leaves the ancestral land of Fengjia and flies to the blood demon mountains. 

 

"Hello, Lord Ye 

 

The powerful demons guarding the mountains salute Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, strode into the mountains, straight to the ancient demon temple. 

 

A gorgeous woman in red gauze came out of the temple. It was the Red Fairy. 

 

As soon as Hongxia fairy saw Ye Chen, her beautiful eyes showed a kind of ecstatic posture. Lianbu 

moved up, put her arms around Ye Chen's waist, raised her head and gave him a kiss on his lips. 

 

Between yechen and Hongxia fairy, only the last layer of window paper is not pierced, the relationship is 

very close. 

 

See the other party so of initiative, leaf Chen helpless a smile, touched to touch her hair, way: "call me 

to have something?" 



 

Red haze fairy heard Ye Chen's inquiry, face dignified down, holding his hand, came to the ancient well 

in front of the temple. 

 

"You see." 

 

Hongxia fairy pointed to Gujing. 

 

Ye Chen looked down, but saw a picture in the water of the ancient well. 

 

In the picture, the sky is blue and the aura is vast. Surrounded by thousands of auspicious clouds, there 

is a huge bronze tripod suspended in the air, which is very magnificent. 

 

"Nine cauldrons array?" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised, but this picture is the picture of the nine cauldron array of ten thousand ruins. 

 

It turns out that the blood demon clan has been watching the changes of the Jiuding formation. 

 

At present, there is no change in the nine cauldron array. There is only one cauldron coming, and this 

cauldron has only one totem. 

 

That is to say, the will of wanxu came only once, far from the level of perfection in 1999. 

 

"The second will of wanxu is coming." 

 

Hongxia fairy has a dignified face and looks at the image of the giant tripod in the well water. 

 

"Is the second will coming?" 

 



Ye Chen was surprised and looked carefully, but he saw the bronze tripod in the picture. As expected, 

there was a second totem shining slightly. 

 

This second totem, however, is like a blade of grass, filled with green awn, shining indefinitely. 

 

"Linglong sword grass?" 

 

Ye Chen sees this grass leaf totem, the facial expression suddenly a change. 

 

This grass leaf is exquisite sword grass! 

 

He met in Hongjun secret place! 

 

Linglong sword grass is the companion plant of the heart of ten swords. Half a month ago, in Hongjun 

secret place, it was defeated by the demon ancestor Wutian. Now it is ready to come to the heart of the 

earth. 

 

Hongxia fairy said: "I asked shishuzu that the eighty-one will of wanxu will come in three years. Now it's 

the second way. Time is pressing. We must not wait to die!" 

 

Ye Chen said, "do you have a way to break the cauldron?" 

 

Although his cultivation of the formula of array characters is quite good, it is absolutely impossible for 

him to crack the great array of the yuhuanggudi in a short time. 

 

Hongxia fairy shook her head and said, "I can't help it. Now I hope it's all on you." 

 

Whether it's Hongxia fairy or the judge, Xuanji moon emperor Shitian and others have no way to break 

the battle. They can only rely on Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen said: "if you want to wait for me to break through the battle, it's impossible this year. I don't 

know enough about the cultivation of the battle formula." 

 

Hongxia fairy touched Ye Chen's cheek and said, "I know you are very tired, so I want to find someone to 

help you." 

 

Ye Chen said, "who are you looking for?" 

 

Hongxia fairy way: "demon Saint Hanyin." 

 

Ye Chen hears the word "demon saint" and suddenly feels awe inspiring. 

 

The demon once told him to give the stone to a man named "demon saint". 

 

And now, Hongxia fairy also mentioned the demon saint. 

 

Hongxia fairy said: "Han Yin, the demon saint, was once the strong one of our blood demon clan. He was 

the first big demon born in ten thousand demon immortal pool. He used to be the Dharma protector of 

our blood demon clan's grandmaster. Later, he went to the dark forbidden sea in order to find the Bone 

Demon flag." 

 

Ye Chen said: "what is the Bone Demon flag?" 

 

Hongxia fairy said: "the Bone Demon flag is one of the seven treasures of Hongjun. It is said that it was 

forged by Hongjun's ancestors, representing the ultimate of the demon way." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. It turned out that this Bone Demon flag was one of the seven treasures of 

Hongjun, the supreme artifact of heaven. 

 

Among the seven treasures of Hongjun, the heart of the ten swords represents the Dao, while the Bone 

Demon flag represents the Dao, which contains Hongjun's ancestors' true understanding of the mystery 

of the Dao. 



 

Han Yin, the demon saint, went to the dark forbidden sea just to find the Bone Demon flag. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, has an interesting origin. He is actually a big demon bred from the ten 

thousand demon immortal pool. 

 

Ten thousand demon immortal pool is full of aura. Every once in a while, a big demon will be bred. 

Compared with Zhenyuan demon Zun, it is from ten thousand demon immortal pool. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, is the first big demon bred by Wanyao Xianchi. It can be imagined how long he 

lived. In terms of seniority, he is a person at the rank of Hongxia fairy's master and uncle. 

 

Hongxia fairy said: "now the crisis in the earth's heart is serious. I want you to go to the dark forbidden 

sea and look for the demon Saint Hanyin. If he is willing to come back, maybe he can help us." 

 

Say, red rosy cloud fairy takes out a Fu Zhao, hand Ye Chen, seem to be a keepsake. 

 

Ye Chen frowned. Han Yin, the demon saint, was a strong man in the ancient times. If he could be 

summoned back, he would help fight against wanxu. 

 

But the problem is that the demon Saint Hanyin is in the dark forbidden sea, and the dark forbidden sea 

is the territory of the devil. 

 

Ye Chen was wounded by the devil Wutian. Although his physical injury was healed, his mental 

nightmare is still there. If he set foot in the dark forbidden sea again, he might be possessed by the 

devil! 
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The red haze fairy saw Ye Chen's dignified appearance and said: "how? Is it inconvenient for you to go? 

If it's not convenient, I can go. You stay and guard the blood demon mountain for me. " 



 

Ye Chen said, "Oh, no need." 

 

The vast sea, want to find a person, where is so easy? 

 

After all, Hongxia fairy is not a good luck person. If she goes to find someone, she will undoubtedly look 

for a needle in a haystack, and it is almost impossible to have a result. 

 

Only Ye Chen has enough luck to find the desired goal in the boundless sea of bitterness. 

 

"Boy, you go." 

 

"Han Yin, the demon saint, is also the key to this layout. He is likely to inherit Hongjun's true 

understanding of the demon way and become your help." 

 

"Don't forget to give him the zhenmieyao stone." 

 

"I feel that his life and death crisis is serious now. You have to do something to save him." 

 

At this time, the voice of the sky demon rings in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

A long time ago, when ye Chen just stepped into the blood demon mountain range, the sky demon said 

that he would bring the stone to the demon saint. 

 

This is a key part of the layout! 

 

Now, the chess game has come to a turning point. If we don't look for the demon saint, the latter is 

likely to fall! 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "good, I then go to dark forbid sea again!" 



 

Make up one's mind, ye Chen then says to the red haze fairy: "I'm gone, you don't need to go, I can go, I 

will find the demon Saint Han Yin." 

 

Finish saying, the leaf Chen then wants to turn round to leave. 

 

"Well, wait a minute." 

 

The red haze fairy took his hand. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Ye Chen turned back. 

 

Red Fairy eyes such as silk, exhale such as orchid way: "before leaving, kiss me." 

 

Ye Chen is dumb however, the way that does not have good spirit: "demon girl." 

 

Hongxia fairy said with a smile: "I'm a monster. Do you kiss me?" 

 

Ye Chen was angry and funny, so he held the thin waist of Hongxia fairy and kissed her with his head 

down. 

 

Red haze fairy full of intoxication, whispered: "Bon voyage, be careful of the devil, come back early, I'll 

wait for you." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and kept warm with Hongxia fairy for a while. Then he left the blood demon mountain 

range and was ready to go to the dark forbidden sea again. 

 

But just as ye Chen walked out of the blood demon mountain range, he met a man. 



 

A man with a broken arm. 

 

But the sword is nameless. 

 

"Nameless, why are you here?" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised to see that the sword is nameless. 

 

Sword nameless look dignified, said: "Lord Ye, I see wanxu will soon come again, is that exquisite sword 

grass, I want to discuss with you, against wanxu thing." 

 

His master's sword reaches all over the sky and dies under the sword of the ancient emperor Yu Huang. 

He has decided to help Ye Chen fight against the ancient emperor Yu Huang, protect the peace of the 

earth and avenge his master. 

 

Ye Chen said, "do you have a way?" 

 

Sword nameless way: "yuhuanggudi once in Hongjun secret place, cloth two pieces." 

 

Ye Chen "Er" a, way: "I hear you said, one of the chessmen, is exquisite sword grass, the other has 

defected." 

 

Sword nameless way: "yes, yuhuanggudi is mean and ungrateful, if not wanxu Temple alone, no one 

wants to with him, many of his people are divorced, always want to rebel." 

 

"That other chess piece, an Tiexin, is a disciple of the outer Hall of wanxu. At that time, he was ordered 

by the yuhuanggudi to search for the Bone Demon flag in Hongjun secret place." 

 

Ye Chen heard the word "Bone Demon flag", and his heart was awe inspiring. 

 



Sword nameless then said: "the Bone Demon flag is one of the seven treasures of Hongjun. I don't know 

if Naan iron core has been found, but I saw it with my own eyes that he betrayed wanxu temple. I have a 

friendship with him. If I can find him, maybe I can help fight against wanxu." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes brighten. Since an Tiexin is a disciple of wanxu temple, he must know many secrets of 

wanxu temple. 

 

If we can attract an Tiexin, we can really help fight against wanxu. 

 

Even, it is possible to find the way to break the cauldron from the other side! 

 

"Where is Ann's iron core?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Sword nameless way: "he is in the dark forbidden sea, I can vaguely catch his breath, Lord Ye, I want to 

go to the dark forbidden sea again, looking for him, please take care of my younger martial brother and 

younger martial sister, lest they have an accident." 

 

Ye Chenxi said: "just in time, I'm going to the dark forbidden sea. Let's get together. As for your younger 

martial brother and younger martial sister, I can let Hongxia fairy take care of them." 

 

Sword nameless a Leng, way: "Lord Ye, you also want to go to the dark forbidden sea?"? Are you not 

afraid to be obsessed with the scenery? " 

 

He knew that ye Chen was traumatized, and that the nightmare of the demon ancestor was not 

eliminated. If he rashly set foot in the dark forbidden sea, it would probably lead to chaos. 

 

Ye Chen said: "no harm, with my heart, it should be able to support for a period of time." 

 

Sword nameless way: "good, ye adult, we set out." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and immediately told Hongxia fairy to take care of Hongjun sword sect. Then, he left 

the earth with Jianming and went to the dark forbidden sea. 



 

After half a month, ye Chen came to the dark forbidden sea again. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa. 

 

Waves churn, water and sky meet, everywhere filled with wisps of dark mist. 

 

Ye Chen sees the scene of the dark forbidden sea, and his internal organs are tumbling. He even has the 

impulse to vomit. His spirit is also violently shaken, and he can't help palpitating. 

 

In his heart, there seems to be infinite evil spirit born. 

 

A nightmarish figure appeared in his mind. 

 

That's the shadow of Mozu Wutian! 

 

The evil ancestor has no day a palm to wound leaf Chen, bring his mental wound, still too serious. 

 

Now stepping into the dark forbidden sea, ye Chen is almost possessed by the rules here. 

 

"Wuzu Daoxin, guard!" 

 

"Wish for heavenly star, Yu!" 

 

Ye Chen had been on guard for a long time, and immediately opened the heart of Wuzu. 

 

At the same time, the wish of heaven and stars sacrifice, turned into a totem like mark, imprinted in Ye 

Chen's eyebrows. 

 



With the help of Tianxing, the desire of Wuzu Daoxin, ye Chen's inner magic barrier is suppressed 

immediately, and the illusion of Wuzu Wutian disappears. 

 

"Lord Ye, are you ok?" 

 

Sword nameless looking at Ye Chen quite some embarrassed appearance, ask. 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and said, "it's OK. In a short time, I won't be in danger of being possessed 

again." 

 

Sword nameless way: "here is not suitable to stay long, we quickly find people, and then go back." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "I want to find a man named Han Yin, the demon saint. We'll act separately. 

You go to an Tiexin, and I'll go to the demon saint. If there's anything wrong, contact him with Fu Zhao." 

 

With that, ye Chen's aura converged and turned into two imperial edicts, one for himself and the other 

for the sword. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Sword nameless took the Fu Zhao, then left and set out first. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the vast sea and thought, "I don't know where the demon Saint Han Yin is?" 
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He tried to deduce the secret, unexpectedly, very smoothly, all of a sudden to capture the position of 

the demon Saint Hanyin. 

 



Han Yin, the demon saint, is in a place called shenyaotian island. 

 

"Why, how could it be so smooth?" 

 

Ye Chen is greatly surprised, to know that the darkness forbids the sea, the aura is disordered, and it is 

quite difficult to deduce the fate. 

 

However, his deduction is easy, locking the position of the demon Saint Hanyin, which is in the God 

demon heaven island. 

 

Ye Chen frowns lightly, faintly feels a little strange, but since he finds the location of the demon Saint 

Han Yin, he doesn't hesitate, and immediately goes to the God demon heaven island. 

 

Shenyaotian Island, at the junction of the open sea and the inland sea, is a very important island, which 

can be said to be a transportation hub. 

 

From this island, you can enter the inland sea. 

 

Every year, there are many people who want to risk crossing the sea and go to the supreme world. 

Shenyao Tiandao is the only place for stowaways, which shows the importance of geographical location. 

 

Ye Chen flies all the way, but sees floating corpses all over the sea along the way. I don't know how 

many millions of people there are. The sea is red with blood. 

 

In this dense floating corpse, ye Chen sees several familiar faces, including Wen Changkong, the head of 

the Wen family, Xia Houba, and Xia houzhenglong 

 

These floating corpses are all from the Wen family and the Xiahou family! 

 

The Wen family and the Xiahou family are both powerful forces in the open sea, with a population of 

more than ten million. 

 



Now, tens of thousands of floating corpses in the sea, apparently from both families, have been killed. 

 

"It's the devil's work!" 

 

Ye Chen cold sweat Cen, all of a sudden to capture the secret, instant scalp numbness. 

 

It turns out that ye Chen refused to join the old alliance or hand over the zhenmieyao stone in Hongjun's 

secret place, which finally angered Wutian, 

 

In order to vent his anger, Mozu wudian killed all the people in the Xiahou family and the Wen family. 

 

The reason for the murder is very simple, because the Xiahou family and the Wen family had an 

intersection with Ye Chen. 

 

Regardless of the intersection, whether it's good luck or evil, Mozu Wutian doesn't care. Anyway, it's 

right to kill all the people. He just wants to vent his anger. 

 

Mozu Wutian has a deep temperament. Except that the old days were destroyed and his elder martial 

brother was killed, his mood rarely fluctuated, but this time he was angered by Ye Chen. 

 

No matter what the cause and effect is, he directly kills people. 

 

Looking at the floating corpse on the sea, ye Chen's sweat and hair stand upright, and he can already 

imagine the posture of the devil ancestor's fury. 

 

Even half a month later, no one dares to collect the body for the Wen family of the Marquis Xia. 

 

These corpses, even fierce sea animals, dare not swallow. 

 

Even fierce beasts dare not violate the authority of the devil. 



 

These corpses may float in the sea of misery for hundreds of years before they completely decay and 

sink down. 

 

In the next few hundred years, this sea of misery is bound to be filled with a gloomy breath of death. 

 

"The devil has no heaven, and it's terrible." 

 

Ye Chen deeply feels the dread of the devil, and it seems that he has offended him. 

 

For hundreds of thousands of years, Mozu Wutian has not been involved in the cause and effect of the 

open sea, but this time, he was angered by Ye Chen and killed thousands of people to vent his anger. 

 

It is impossible to speculate on this man's temperament. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that the devil would be so cruel and cruel. He killed thousands of people. 

 

"Sin, sin." 

 

With a sigh, ye Chen sacrificed the fire of the Taoist spirit, and burned the floating corpse in the imperial 

fire. 

 

Although doing so will further offend the devil ancestor Wutian, ye Chen can't just sit by for peace of 

mind. 

 

All the way flying, ye Chen in the afternoon, came to the God demon day island. 

 

But see in all directions, there are many people flying from, ye Chen is not remarkable. 

 

God demon sky Island, full of evil spirit. 



 

This evil spirit brings Ye Chen a very familiar feeling. 

 

It's the evil spirit of the blood demon clan. 

 

"The demon saint is really here!" 

 

Ye Chen heart move, but see the island center, there is a pool, the pool filled with bursts of Fairy Spirit, 

but is the branch of ten thousand demon fairy pool. 

 

The essence of Wanyao Xianchi is in Ye Chen's hands. 

 

The evil Qi pool on Shenyao Tiandao is just a branch. I think it was when Shenyao shenghanyin left the 

blood demon clan, he took a wisp of water and turned it into today's Tiandao pool. 

 

Under the influence of the evil spirit, there are white banners everywhere on the island, paper money 

floating in the sky, Yuanbao Candle Incense Burning on the ground, and all kinds of sacrificial objects. 

 

There's a funeral here! 

 

There are many demon people, there are many people, including some strong people, are attending the 

funeral. 

 

Everyone looked gloomy and mournful. 

 

"I didn't expect that Wutian would suddenly get angry and kill the demon saint." 

 

"It's been more than 100000 years since the evil ancestor had no heaven. He hasn't been angry. Who 

has offended him?" 

 



"Alas, it's really a nightmare in the open sea in the past half a month. It's said that the people of Wen 

family and Xiahou family have been killed, and tens of millions of people have been thrown into the 

sea." 

 

"When the devil was angry, the corpse was lying in the sky for hundreds of millions of miles, but the 

demon saint was also killed." 

 

"Alas, people are dead. Don't say it. Let's send the demon Saint today." 

 

All the people talked to each other in a tone of regret and nostalgia. 

 

"Is the demon Saint dead?" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and fell to the God demon heaven island. After a careful look, he found that there 

was a coffin on the island. 

 

Around the coffin, there are wreaths, paper money and elegiac couplets. Ye Chen didn't see it when he 

saw it for the first time, and now he can see it clearly. 

 

After a little deduction, he found that half a month ago, when Mozu Wutian killed the demon Saint 

Hanyin. 

 

"No wonder I caught the position of the demon Saint Hanyin so easily. It turned out that there was the 

cause and effect of the devil ancestor Wutian behind it." 

 

Ye Chen secretly surprised, no wonder he just, so easy to find God demon day Island, the original behind 

the devil without heaven breath. 

 

It seems that he has already felt that there may be a causal connection between yechen and Yesheng in 

the future, so killing in advance is the way to cut off yechen. 

 

"What a cruel mind!" 



 

Ye Chen's hair is creepy, and he feels the horror of the devil. 

 

In the past hundred thousand years, Mozu Wutian has never forced people to do anything, but he is not 

a good man. If he gets angry, he will kill people. Moreover, he will be lying dead for hundreds of millions 

of years, bleeding thousands of miles, which is very terrible. 

 

Now the demon Saint Han Yin is killed, so many people around come to attend the funeral, but it's a bit 

unexpected for ye Chen. 

 

After careful deduction, he found that Han Yin, the demon saint, had a high reputation in the outer sea, 

and many people had received his favor. 

 

He dominates Shenyao Tiandao and has helped many people across the sea, even some lucky ones. With 

his help, he successfully arrived at the other side of the world! 

 

After killing tens of millions of people, Mozu wudian's anger was gone, so they held a funeral for the 

demon Saint Hanyin, which was to mourn the farewell. 
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The funeral even brought elegy couplets to the emperor. 

 

Demon Saint forever! 

 

greatest story ever told! 

 

These eight words are the elegiac couplets of Wutian, which are hung in the most conspicuous place. 

 



He personally killed the demon saint, but sent the elegiac couplet to mourn. His strange temper is 

unpredictable. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the elegiac couplet and feels that Wutian is moody and unfathomable. If the demon 

emperor wants to defeat him, he is afraid of many difficulties. 

 

"A bow!" 

 

When ye Chen's mood is disordered, he listens to the official who presides over the funeral and sings 

loudly. 

 

On shenyaotian Island, many people who attended the funeral quieted down one after another, bowed 

respectfully and said goodbye to Yaosheng. 

 

"Two bows!" 

 

The official continued to shout, and the crowd bowed again. 

 

Several respected demon clan elders are maintaining order. 

 

There were many disciples under the throne of Hanyin, but half a month ago, they were all killed by 

Wutian. 

 

Now, the funeral is presided over by some old friends of the demon Saint Han Yin, the elder of the 

demon clan. 

 

"Three bows!" 

 

Yiguan shouts for the third time, and everyone bows again. Ye Chen bows to say goodbye, and his heart 

is very chaotic. 

 



He also wanted to find the demon Saint Han Yin and bring it back to the earth to fight against wanxu. 

 

But unexpectedly, the demon Saint Han Yin died. 

 

At the end of the ceremony, the official yelled: "Tianhuo funeral, farewell to the dead!" 

 

As soon as the voice came down, several demon elders came out and stood around the coffin of demon 

Saint Han Yin. 

 

Teng! 

 

In the hands of these old people, a blazing fire broke out. 

 

Their eyes are devout, ready to use the fire in their hands to burn the coffin, burn the body of the 

demon saint, and send him to life. 

 

All the people in the audience were looking down, silent, watching the death of the demon saint. 

 

Hum! 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly felt that there was a change in the inner world. 

 

This change comes from Wanyao Xianchi. 

 

Ten thousand demon immortal pool is churning, vaguely, it has a special resonance with the coffin of 

demon Saint Han Yin. 

 

This resonance, with strong vitality. 

 

"Isn't Han Yin dead yet?" 



 

"He's still alive!" 

 

Ye Chen catches the resonance and is shocked. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, is a big demon bred from the pool of ten thousand demon immortals. 

 

Now, according to the resonance of the ten thousand demon immortal pool, ye Chen clearly feels that 

the demon Saint Han Yin is not dead, and the other party is still alive, but is seriously injured and enters 

the state of suspended animation. 

 

"How can you survive under the hand of Mozu Wutian?" 

 

Ye Chen is very surprised. Although half a month ago, the evil ancestor came with nothing but a wisp of 

shadow, even the shadow is extremely powerful. Killing the Wen family and the Xiahou family is just like 

crushing the ants. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, can still keep a trace of life in the fierce attack of the demon ancestor, which 

shows his strength. 

 

If you can really attract demon saints, you can definitely help fight against wanxu! 

 

Seeing that several demon clan elders wanted to burn the coffin, ye Chen immediately strode out and 

said, "wait a minute!" 

 

His appearance surprised the whole audience. 

 

The ceremony official who presided over the funeral, and those old people, all looked at Ye Chen in 

amazement. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes scanned the whole room, took a deep breath, and said: "the demon Saint Han Yin is not 

dead, he is still alive." 



 

While speaking, ye Chen's heart reads a move, the flame in those old men's hands immediately goes 

out, as if it is suppressed by an invisible force and can't be ignited again. 

 

This is Ye Chen's aura energy. 

 

"What 

 

The whole audience heard Ye Chen's words, suddenly surprised, and saw his idea, unexpectedly put out 

the sky fire, more surprised. 

 

Ye Chen stares at the coffin and says: "open the coffin! The demon saint is not dead yet, but he is 

seriously injured. I need to treat him immediately! " 

 

Although the demon saint is still alive, his vitality is very weak, so he must be treated as soon as 

possible. 

 

Ye Chen has ten thousand demon immortal pool, which can nourish the spirit of the demon saint. He 

needs to open the coffin immediately to cure the demon saint. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, people are shocked, but they are angry. 

 

"Boy, who are you?" 

 

"The demon saint has passed away. What are you talking about?" 

 

"The devil ancestor has no day to hand, is there still life?" 

 

"To open the coffin and insult the demon saint is to insult us!" 

 



The demon saint has already entered the coffin and is about to be incinerated to heaven. Now ye Chen 

insists on opening the coffin, which immediately angers many people. 

 

Almost no one believes Ye Chen's words, demon Saint Han Yin, how can he still be alive? 

 

You know, the murderer who killed the demon saint, but the devil has no heaven! 

 

How could there be a living one left? 

 

Even if the demon Saint Hanyin is more powerful, he is not the enemy of the demon ancestor Wutian. 

 

The demon saint has high prestige, but they don't allow Ye Chen to insult him. 

 

However, people see ye Chen's strength, just between the idea, put out the fire means, really fierce, but 

no one dares to despise. 

 

If not, I'm afraid that with Ye Chen's words, people have torn him to pieces. 

 

Ye Chen saw the atmosphere of the whole scene, calm calm way: "you a little calm, the truth, open the 

coffin will know, I can save the demon saint." 

 

An old man of the demon clan laughed and said, "boy, why do you want to open the coffin? What kind 

of person are you, and what kind of school do you learn from? " 

 

Ye Chen in the heart a Lin, he is the identity of reincarnation Lord, nature can't easily expose. 

 

He has offended Mozu Wutian. If he is exposed again, it is likely to cause trouble. 

 

"It's not important for me to learn from the school. In a word, the demon saint is not dead, but seriously 

injured. Now open the coffin immediately, and there's a chance to save it. If anything goes wrong, I'm 

willing to bear it and repay it with my life!" 
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Ye Chen's words are very solemn. 

 

There are many people in the audience, see ye Chen's appearance, also don't seem to be joking, can't 

help but secretly surprised. 

 

Is it true that Han Yin is not dead? 

 

"If you don't want to report the history of your teacher, it's useless to say anything. God knows who you 

are." 

 

That demon clan old man, full of anger, but refused to open the coffin, but it was not intended to make 

ye Chen difficult, but ye Chen really did not reveal his identity, he did not dare to be careless. 

 

Ye Chen sighs, but his identity can't be exposed. 

 

This time, we are in a dilemma. 

 

"You have offended me 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand, suddenly his eyes were cold, and his body flashed. He rushed to the coffin of 

the demon saint, and his palms protruded, and his fighting light burst out. 

 

This, ye Chen unexpectedly is to display fight word Jue, prepare to forcibly seize coffin, take away 

demon saint. 

 

"Douzijue, this guy is a bastard of the Yuhuang family! spy! Kill him 



 

The demon clan old man screamed and his face was angry. 

 

Ye Chen uses the pithy formula, but he misunderstands it and mistakenly thinks that ye Chen is a 

member of the Yuhuang family. 

 

"What, you Royal bastard, dare to run to the dark forbidden sea?" 

 

"Together, kill him!" 

 

"Don't let him tarnish the demon saint!" 

 

All the people in the audience were also angry and offered magic weapons one after another. They 

swarmed to kill Ye Chen. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen fell into heavy encirclement and killing, and all the enemies were in all directions. 

 

"Damn it." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank, but he didn't expect that some of these people saw through his magical power and 

caused misunderstanding. 

 

Now the situation is critical, and it is difficult to clarify the misunderstanding. 

 

"Array word formula, broken!" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't talk nonsense either. He grabs the coffin of the demon saint and suddenly steps on the 

ground. 

 

Boom! 



 

It's a dark evil array, with Ye Chen as the center, blooming in an instant. 

 

The people who came up to fight around were immediately shaken away by the array. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

After the shock retreats, ye Chen immediately takes away the coffin of the demon saint and receives the 

picture of the yellow spring. 

 

Just the battle, ye Chen did not use all his strength, he naturally did not want to indiscriminately kill 

innocent people, so just people back, did not kill. 

 

"Withdraw!" 

 

The demon saint's coffin is captured. Ye Chen's eyes are fixed, but he doesn't want to stay any longer. 

He immediately dodges and flies away to the island. 

 

"Still want to run? Stop him 

 

However, all the people present were filled with righteous indignation. They thought that ye Chen was a 

spy of the Yuhuang family. Seeing that ye Chen wanted to leave, they immediately came to chase him. 

 

Boom! 

 

Even, the elder of the demon clan, with the help of the earth vein of the God demon heaven Island, 

directly opened a big imprisonment array. 

 

That imprisons the big formation, the evil spirit explodes, the instant diffuses thousand li. 

 



Ye Chen's face sinks, the footstep pauses for a while. 

 

Although the imprisonment array could not hurt him, it also delayed his pace. 

 

In a flash, hundreds of strong people of the demon clan come after ye Chen and surround him again. 

 

"I'm afraid it's not easy to clean up today's situation." 

 

Ye Chen looked around, his brow locked. 

 

Now with his strength, no one can stop him if he wants to kill. 

 

But if we do that, we will surely kill more people. 

 

These people are the believers of the demon Saint Han Yin, not the enemy. How can they be killed? 

 

They just misunderstood for a moment and mistook Ye Chen for the enemy. 

 

"Kill him!" 

 

All of them shout and drink together, and kill Ye Chen like crazy. 

 

Ye Chen bites his teeth. It's a dilemma in his heart. Suddenly, in the sky, maple leaves fall. 

 

Whoosh, whoosh. 

 

The wind blows. 

 

Thousands of red maple leaves fall from the sky. 



 

Pieces of maple leaves danced, but with a strong and powerful spirit, like a storm, driving everyone 

back. 

 

"Who?" 

 

The people were shocked and looked up at the sky. 

 

But in the sky, a woman in white came down. 

 

This woman in white is snow-white, only her hair is black, falling like a waterfall, graceful, surrounded by 

wisps of smoke and mist, cool temperament, just like a fairy in the sky, not like a person in the dust. 

 

She was wearing a veil and couldn't see her face clearly, but ye Chen only looked at her eyes and 

recognized it. She lost her voice and exclaimed, "seven seven, how are you?" 

 

This woman in white is actually the strong one in the temple of yin and Yang. Yanyu immortal worships 

Bai ruoli! 

 

At the beginning of the Confucian appointment, Yanyu xianzun fought to stop Ye Chen. Ye Chen was also 

very grateful to her. 

 

Before that, ye Chen invited Yanyu xianzun to the banquet of Danxian wine in the blood death prison. 

He thought that Yanyu xianzun had lived in seclusion, but he didn't expect that she also came to the 

dark forbidden sea. 

 

Moreover, looking at the appearance of Yanyu xianzun, he seems to have mastered a new magic power 

and made great progress. 

 

But see the sun shining, Yanyu xianzun a snow dress, surrounded by smoke, red maple leaves flying, very 

good-looking. 

 



Whoosh, whoosh! 

 

With a flick of her hand, the maple leaves suddenly shot out like a crossbow. 

 

There are many Terran demons nearby who were shot and killed by Maple Leaf and were injured 

immediately. 

 

Fortunately, Yanyu xianzun knew the right way, only hurt people, and did not kill people. 

 

Ye Chen saw her magic power, red leaves fluttering all over the sky, freely, can't help but secretly 

exclaim. 

 

"Lord, let's go!" 

 

Yanyu xianzun repels the crowd and immediately takes Ye Chen's hand and flies away. 

 

They came to a lonely island for a rest. 

 

Yanyu xianzun untied the veil and showed a beautiful face. He knelt down to salute Ye Chen and said: 

"my subordinate Bai ruoli, I've seen the Lord!" 

 

Her appearance and temperament are much more pure and beautiful than before. It is obvious that she 

has become a new master and has made great progress in cultivation. At present, she has reached the 

level of half step and a hundred flail. She is just a little short of breaking through the flail. 

 

"Seven seven, get up." 

 

Ye Chen holds up Yanyu xianzun and has many questions in his heart. 

 

Yanyu immortal, with tears in his eyes, held Ye Chen's hand and said, "Lord, I heard that the 

yuhuanggudi wanted to kill you. You are safe." 



 

Speaking of excitement, her legs tremble, soft, warm body, leaning against Ye Chen's arms, obviously 

very worried about ye Chen's safety. 

 

Ye Chen thought of her magic power of maple leaves floating all over the sky and said, "seven seven, 

how did you come to the dark forbidden sea? And what's the name of the magic power you just 

performed? Vaguely, I seem to catch a breath of nine heavenly magic 

 

The weather of the red leaves dancing all over the sky touched Ye Chen incomparably. Even, he seemed 

to feel the breath of nine heaven magic. 

 

Could it be said that Yanyu immortal got the chance to turn against heaven and became a nine heaven 

God? 

 

It's impossible! 

 

Ye Chen wants to know the truth. 

 

Yanyu immortal Zun said: "I heard that the second main altar of the Yin Yang Temple has moved to the 

dark forbidden sea, so I want to come and look for it. My new magical power is the pseudo nine heaven 

divine skill, which is called dizang Buddhist Scripture. It evolved from the real nine heaven divine skill, 

Manzhu shahua Sutra." 
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It turns out that Yanyu xianzun knows that ye Chen's chess game has not been completed, and she 

wants to continue to assist Ye Chen. Therefore, she secretly comes to the dark forbidden sea to find the 

second strong man in the temple of yin and Yang. 

 

The second main altar of the temple of yin and Yang was originally in the land of yin and Yang, but it was 

destroyed by Hong Tianjing. Fortunately, most of the people were able to retreat smoothly and moved 

the main altar to the dark forbidden sea. 



 

"The second level of Yin Yang Temple..." 

 

Ye Chen's heart moves, he hears the way to face the dust to say, the second heavy of the Yin Yang 

Temple, at present in the dark forbid sea. 

 

However, the dark forbidden sea is too big, and the Yin and Yang Temple is very hidden, so even ye Chen 

has not been found yet. 

 

It seems that the strong one in the temple of yin and Yang has some worries, and doesn't come to Ye 

Chen. 

 

Yanyu xianzun is the first strong one. When she comes to the dark forbidden sea, she obviously wants to 

become the second strong one in Jin Dynasty and continue to serve ye Chen. 

 

Now, it seems that she has got some chance. With her half step strength, she is really qualified for the 

second place. 

 

Ye Chen said: "your new magic power is called dizang Sutra? Is it a fake nine heaven magic 

 

Yanyu immortal Zun said: "exactly. I snatched this" dizang Sutra "from the ancient Youhai city a month 

ago." 

 

"The ancient Youhai city is a chaotic place where the dark sea is forbidden. There are a lot of good and 

bad people in that place. I want to go to inquire about the information of the Yin Yang Temple, but I 

didn't expect to be targeted by the people of the city master's mansion." 

 

"The Lord of the ancient Youhai city is called an Tiexin. He wants to defile my body. My cultivation is not 

as good as him. He pretends to flatter me. When he is not prepared, he stabs him with a sword and 

snatches one thing from his treasure house, that is, the dizang Buddhist Scripture. I am predestined with 

this Buddhist Scripture. I can't practice it. I learn it at a glance." 

 



When it comes to the experience of guyouhai City, Yanyu xianzun shows a disgusting expression, 

disgusting like eating an insect. Obviously, she is very angry with the city leader named an Tiexin. 

Fortunately, she finally keeps her innocence. 

 

Even, she is still in the treasure house of an Tiexin, and has snatched a false nine heaven God skill! 

 

"What do you say, the Lord of the ancient Youhai city is called an Tiexin?" 

 

Ye Chen is stunned. If you remember correctly, Jian Mingming seems to have said that an Tiexin used to 

be a member of wanxu temple. Later he defected and had a friendship with Jian Mingming. 

 

An Tiexin is of great value. If it can be solicited, it can help to fight against wanxu. Now the sword is 

unknown. It's just to find an Tiexin. 

 

Ye Chen which think of, this iron heart, unexpectedly is this kind of shameless villain, also want to defile 

the misty rain immortal. 

 

Yanyu immortal was surprised and said, "yes, Lord, do you know him?" 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks, he hasn't seen an Tiexin, but this next slightly deduces, the sky match. 

 

An Tiexin in Yanyu xianzun's mouth is exactly the person Jianming is looking for, the traitor of wanxu 

temple in the past. 

 

"I've heard of this man, but I don't know him. I wish you could get away safely." Ye chendao. 

 

Yanyu xianzun said with a smile, "I not only got away, but also got this dizang Sutra." 

 

With that, Yanyu xianzun took out an ancient Yellow Scripture and gave it to Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen takes a look, but he sees that the Buddhist magic power in this sutra is very deep. It is from this 

Sutra that misty rain immortal's trick of calling red leaves all over the sky evolved. 

 

And this "dizang Buddhist scripture" is actually a pseudo nine heaven divine skill. 

 

The real nine heavenly magic is manzhushahua Sutra! 

 

"Dizang Sutra, manzhusha Sutra..." 

 

"I have caught the secret of heaven. It seems that the Manzhu shahua Sutra is the divine power of 

emperor Shijia and Emperor shiwanye." 

 

Ye Chen pinches a finger to calculate, immediately catch incomparably grand sky machine. 

 

Manjushahua Sutra is the nine heaven divine skill of the imperial family! 

 

The emperor Shijia's Tianjun ancestor, named emperor shiwanye, is always a beautiful young man. His 

appearance is much more handsome than that of emperor Shitian. The Manzhu shahua Sutra in the nine 

heavenly gods is exactly the magic power of emperor shiwanye! 

 

"That's right. Manjushahua Sutra is the legendary nine heaven divine skill, the highest and deepest 

secret Sutra of Buddhism, representing the highest realm of Buddhism. It is said that it is the peerless 

Sutra compiled by Hongjun's ancestors after having understood for 100000 years in front of the nihilistic 

Buddha abyss." 

 

"Manjushahua is the flower on the other side, which is the smallpox of the kingdom of the gods in 

Buddhist legend. Those who see this flower will have a great joy, and their souls will soar to reach the 

world on the other side, and enjoy immortal happiness forever." 

 

"In fact, the magic tree on the other side of the 33 day chaos treasure is a wisp of aura from manjusha 

Sutra." 

 



"There is also Honglian Zijin palace in Hongmeng Zhibao, which has a great causal relationship with 

manzhushahua Sutra." 

 

"The Manzhu shahua Sutra can be said to be the source of the Buddha Dharma of the heavens. Whether 

it is Mahayana Buddhism, Mahayana Buddhism, Tibetan Buddhism, Esoteric Buddhism, Western 

tianshism, asceticism and so on, the source of the Buddha Dharma comes from the Manzhu shahua 

Sutra." 

 

It is obvious that Yanyu xianzun, after obtaining the Tibetan Buddhist scriptures, also indirectly saw the 

vastness of manjushahua Sutra. 

 

This sutra is the top Sutra in the world, representing the supreme meaning of Buddhism. It is now in the 

hands of emperor shiwanye, the founder of the emperor Shijia. 

 

When Yanyu xianzun mentioned manzhusha Sutra, his tone was full of expectation and longing. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, smile a way: "do you want manzhushahua classics?"? It's a pity that 

the nine gods can only be practiced by one person. This Sutra has been controlled by Emperor shiwanye. 

If you want to practice it, you have to kill emperor shiwanye first. " 

 

Among the nine heavenly divinities, except Brahma, other divinities can only be practiced by one 

person, because there is only one part of Qi. 

 

Emperor Shi Wanye is in charge of the Sutra. Yanyu immortal wants to practice, unless he kills emperor 

Shi Wanye first. 

 

However, Emperor shiwanye is the ancestor of emperor Shitian, the ancestor of emperor Shijia, one of 

the top ten ancestors. How can it be so easy to kill him? 

 

Yanyu immortal sighed and said, "it's said that Manzhu shahua Sutra has three levels of mystery. It's a 

pity that I can't see it in my life." 

 

Ye Chen said: "three levels of realm?" 



 

Yanyu immortal Zun said, "well, Manzhu shahua Sutra is divided into three layers." 

 

"The first layer is called" maple leaf dance ", which can summon thousands of red leaves to kill people." 

 

"The second level is called" Honglian Jingxue ". In this level, there are Buddhist Honglian fire burning, but 

ice and snow with extremely cold and cool. Ice and fire interweave with each other, but they are as 

quiet as stars. Once practiced, Honglian Jingxue kills people without blood, which is a very profound 

Buddhist Dharma." 

 

"The third level is called" the boundless heaven on the other side ". This level of realm can create the 

world on the other side, enjoy boundless bliss, and transform all living beings. If the enemy's mind is 

unstable and is enveloped in the boundless heaven on the other side, he will be transformed 

immediately, lose his mind, and become the most devout Buddhist believer, just like a puppet." 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "there is no measure of heaven on the other side. It has something in 

common with the judgment of demons." 
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Yanyu immortal Zun said: "yes, when Hongjun wrote the manjushahua Sutra, he had already predicted 

that there might be a cancer of the heart devil in later generations. To fight against the heart devil, it's 

best to use Buddhism. If you understand the profound meaning of the manjushahua Sutra, you can even 

fight against the Ninth level of the heart devil." 

 

Ye Chen a surprised, way: "the heart devil of the ninth layer, all can deal with?" 

 

The highest level of the heart devil's curse sword is the Ninth level. This level is extremely terrible. Even 

the yuhuanggudi, the devil ancestor Wutian and other important people have to fear. 

 



Because the more powerful people are, the greater their inner desires are, and the most powerful are 

the demons. In the face of the most powerful demons attacking and killing, even people like 

yuhuanggudi have to be afraid. 

 

The heart devil kills people, can ignore the gap between the realm, incomparably strange, unable to 

prevent, so it is called cancer. 

 

There are only two ways to fight against the top demons. One is to rely on the magic power of Wuzu in 

the past, Hongmeng big starry sky, and use the power of martial arts to fight. 

 

The second way is to use Buddhism to make the wind turn into rain, which is much more gentle. 

 

If we master the supreme Buddhist interpretation of manjushahua Sutra, even the most peak of the 

mind devil can not infringe half a point. 

 

"The sword of the heart devil is in the hands of the emperor Shitian, while the shield to defend the heart 

devil is in the hands of the ancestor of his emperor Shijia. It's really ironic." 

 

Ye Chen laughs. If the future emperor Shitian really has a chance to set foot on the top of the mind, then 

the emperor shiwanye will never resist. 

 

On the contrary, Emperor Shi Wanye is likely to use emperor Shi Tian to directly attack and kill the 

ancient emperor Yu Huang, the empress dowager, the devil ancestor Wu Tian and other experts. As long 

as these people die, the emperor Shi family can dominate the emperor. 

 

Yanyu immortal Zun said: "Lord, the future is the future. Let's talk about it in the future. Now, we'd 

better find the temple of yin and Yang as soon as possible. The Tibetan Buddhist scriptures I have 

mastered have a trace of the mystery of manjushahua Sutra, which can evolve the first level of magic 

power of maple leaf dance. With my current strength, I can certainly help you." 

 

Finish saying, the misty rain immortal Zun is looking at Ye Chen with bright eyes, with attachment and 

admiration. 

 



The second main altar of the temple of yin and Yang is in the dark forbidden sea, which belongs to the 

layout of yechen's previous life and can't be missed. 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, said: "the strong of yin and Yang Temple, do not come out to find me, they may 

have other concerns, we still do not act rashly." 

 

Yanyu immortal said, "Lord, what's your plan?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "you have a rest. I have something to deal with." 

 

With that, ye Chen takes out the coffin of the demon Saint Han Yin and puts it on the ground. 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun was so surprised that he said: "Lord, what are you doing to rob the corpse of 

demon Saint Hanyin?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "it's not a corpse. He's still alive." 

 

When he opened the coffin, he smelled blood. 

 

But in the coffin, there lies a green lion demon, with blue skin, a lion like face, golden hair, like a lion 

king, but with closed eyes and no voice of living people. It looks like a corpse. There is a terrible hole in 

the chest, and the wound is still bleeding. 

 

"The devil has no heaven. He is really strong." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the wound of the green lion demon, and is shocked that everyone is "dead". The 

wound is still bleeding, and there are bursts of evil spirit filled out. It can be seen that the devil's 

ancestors are powerful. 

 

Yanyu fairy looked at the green lion demon and said, "Lord, isn't this man dead?" 

 



This green lion demon is naturally the demon Saint Hanyin. 

 

Ye Chen said, "no, he is not dead." 

 

Vaguely, ye Chen feels that there is a change in the ten thousand demon immortal pool, echoing with 

the demon Saint Han Yin. 

 

The vitality of the demon Saint Hanyin is so weak that it can't even be captured. 

 

If it wasn't for the Banshee pool, ye Chen didn't know that he was still alive. 

 

"I'll save people first. If you are tired, go and have a rest." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the misty rain fairy and said softly. 

 

Yanyu immortal said: "Lord, I will stay with you!" 

 

Ye Chen in the heart a warm, smile touched to touch her hair, although didn't say what on the mouth, 

but the heart is actually quite grateful. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen sacrificed ten thousand demon immortal pool and put the body of demon Saint 

Han Yin into it. 

 

"Fairy Spirit, rise!" 

 

Ye Chen pinches a formula to let the spirit of ten thousand demon immortal pool gather to the body of 

demon Saint Han Yin. 

 

This ten thousand demon immortal pool is the breeding place of demon Saint Hanyin. Depending on the 

nourishment of aura, he may be saved. 



 

Yanyu xianzun stands on one side curiously, watching silently. 

 

But see demon Saint Han Yin's body, that hole like terrible wound, gradually heal. 

 

His face, as white as a dead man's, had a tinge of blood. 

 

Yanyu immortal zunxi said: "Lord, he's better! Sure enough, he is still alive 

 

Ye Chen nods gently, looks at the demon Saint Han Yin, and continues to instill the aura into his body. 

 

However, although the evil Saint Han Yin Qi color improved, but did not wake up, still in a sleepy state. 

 

"Why haven't you woken up yet?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and started the eight trigrams Tiandan technique to assist the treatment, but the 

demon Saint Han Yin still didn't wake up. 

 

"Fool, use the killing stone!" 

 

At this time, the voice of the sky demon rings in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

"Kill the Demon Stone?" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. 

 

TIANYAO said: "the zhenmie Demon Stone is formed by the evil spirit of Hongjun's earthvein. It contains 

a lot of evil spirit and other negative breath, but it is very nourishing to the demon clan. The zhenmie 

Demon Stone should be able to revive this person." 

Chapter 6399 



 

 

 

Ye Chen said, "master TIANYAO, you have long expected today's situation?" 

 

This town exterminates the Demon Stone, is the leaf Chen first time steps into the blood demon 

mountain range time, the day demon asks him to collect. 

 

He never thought that there were so many causes and effects behind the stone, even related to 

Hongjun's ancestors. 

 

Even Mozu Wutian is very interested in this stone. 

 

Ye Chen refused to hand over the zhenmieyao stone, which directly led to Wutian's anger and hundreds 

of millions of corpses, indicating the importance of this stone. 

 

Ye Chen deeply feels that the sky demon is powerful, and the sky demon probably anticipates the value 

of zhenmieyao stone, so he calls Ye Chen to collect it early. 

 

The sky demon said calmly: "the chess game variable is too big, how can I calculate this step? It's just 

that zhenmie Demon Stone, after all, is transformed by the evil of Hongjun's earthly vein. There's 

absolutely no mistake in taking it. If you give it to this demon saint, you can plant good luck and harvest 

good results later. " 

 

Ye Chen said, "you should have told me earlier if you knew the secret of Hongjun." 

 

The sky demon laughs and says, "are you teaching me how to do things? Go and save people. " 

 

Ye Chen awkwardly smiles, and doesn't argue any more, so he takes out the Zhen Mie Demon Stone and 

puts it into the ten thousand demon immortal pool. 

 

Hum! 



 

Zhenmie Demon Stone releases a burst of red awn, which is mixed with the aura of ten thousand demon 

immortal pool and poured into the body of demon Saint Han Yin. 

 

See the body of demon Saint Han Yin, permeated with wisps of blood mischief, bursts of evil evil evil Qi, 

behind him even demons howling vision emerge. 

 

See this vision, misty rain fairy respect a burst of nervous, took Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Ye Chen is also quite nervous looking at, about a quarter of an hour later, but see demon Saint Han Yin's 

eyelids trembled, and then open their eyes, finally wake up. 

 

"Demon saint, you wake up!" 

 

Ye Chen sees that the demon Saint Han Yin wakes up and is immediately overjoyed. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, was just sober. He looked around and saw that he was immersed in the pool 

of ten thousand demon immortals, and the zhenmie Demon Stone was beside him. He was shocked and 

said: 

 

"Didn't I get killed by Mozu Wutian? Why are you still alive? " 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "you didn't die. I saved you." 

 

The demon Saint Han Yin looked at Ye Chen and said, "who are you? Are you the master of 

reincarnation? " 

 

His pupils contract, but from ye Chen, he catches the cause and effect of the blood demon clan and 

discovers Ye Chen's identity as the Lord of reincarnation. 

 



At present, ye Chen is the guest Qing of the blood demon clan, and has a lot to do with Hongxia fairy, 

and the ten thousand demon immortal pool is in his hands, he is equal to the master of the blood 

demon clan. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, was the Dharma protector of the blood demon clan in the past. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you saved me?" 

 

"Wanyao Xianchi, originally passed on to you." 

 

"And this stone of killing demons..." 

 

The demon Saint Han Yin still can't believe that he is still alive. It's Ye Chen who saves him. 

 

He looked at the stone, and his heart was burning. 

 

At that time, he actually wanted to take away the zhenmieyao stone, but the ancient demon supreme 

didn't agree. 

 

"Zhenmieyao stone, this is the evil body of Hongjun earth vein. If I can absorb this gem, I will change my 

life against the heaven!" 

 

"Moreover, with this gem, I can trace back to the location of the Bone Demon flag!" 

 

The demon Saint Han Yin grabs the Zhen Mie Demon Stone and mumbles to himself. His eyes are full of 

excitement. 

 

The evil spirit of zhenmie Demon Stone is very strong, which has a great tonic effect on the demon clan. 

If the demon Saint Hanyin absorbs it, he can transform. 

 

The value of this stone can be seen from the fact that it is even wanted by the devil. 



 

Moreover, there is another special function of zhenmieyao stone, that is to rely on the contact of evil 

spirit, trace back to the location of the Bone Demon flag! 

 

The Bone Demon flag is one of the seven treasures of Hongjun. It was made by the ancestors of Hongjun 

and is of great value. 

 

The heart of the ten swords, the same as the seven treasures of Hongjun, directly wiped out the 

Yuhuang Zhushen sword after sacrifice, which shows the strength of the magic weapon of Hongjun's 

ancestors. 

 

If you can get the Bone Demon flag, the benefits are unimaginable. 

 

"Demon saint, I give you the demon killing stone." 

 

Ye Chen thought of the day demon's order, then opened a way. 

 

He finally understood that the plan of TIANYAO was to let him win over the demon saint and cultivate 

him into a chess piece. 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, was bred from the pool of ten thousand demon immortals. He has been 

practicing the demon way for thousands of years. Compared with Ye Chen, he is more suitable for killing 

the Demon Stone and the Bone Demon flag. 

 

If you can absorb the zhenmie Demon Stone, and then find the Bone Demon flag, the demon Saint 

Hanyin will be able to change his life against the sky, thus becoming Ye Chen's help. 

 

This is the plan of TIANYAO. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, you... You want to give me the zhenmieyao stone? Do you agree with Hongxia 

fairy? Do you agree 

 



The demon Saint Han Yin is surprised, a little can't believe it. 

 

Ye Chen said: "don't worry, I can handle this stone. You can take it." 

 

Han Yin, the demon saint, was very happy. His palm trembled and said, "thank you, thank you! Cough... 

Cough... " 

 

Before thanking him, he coughed violently and vomited blood. 

 

Ye Chen said, "what's the matter?" 

 

Demon Saint Han * *: it's OK. I haven't recovered from my injury yet. The magic ancestor Wutian's 

method is too fierce, but I'll have a rest for a few days and I'll be OK 

 

With that, the demon Saint Han Yin went back to the ten thousand demon immortal pool again, holding 

the Zhen Mie Demon Stone and quietly recuperating his body. 

 

Ye Chen said: "well, you will have a good rest." 

 

Demon Saint Han * *: "Lord of reincarnation, you saved my life. After you fight against wanxu, I'll go 

through fire and water, and I'll never give up!" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "you'd better take care of the wound first." 

 

He took out some medicinal materials and threw them into the ten thousand demon immortal pool to 

help the demon Saint Han Yin heal. 

 

Hum! 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly felt that there was a change in his body. 



 

That's his contact with the sword! 

 

"Well?" 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised, takes out the Fu Zhao, but sees the red awn of Fu Zhao writhing, showing 

great danger. 

 

Obviously, Jian Mingming had an accident in the process of looking for an Tiexin. Now he is in great 

danger. 

 

"Lord, what's the matter?" 

 

Yanyu xianzun asked when he saw the difference of the Fu Zhao. 

 

Ye Chen heart read rotation, way: "seven seven, I have something to go out to deal with, you stay to 

take care of demon Saint elder, I go out." 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun was shocked and said, "Lord, where are you going?" 

 

Ye Chen sensed the position of the Fu Zhao and said, "ancient secluded Sea city." 

 

The place where the sword happened is the ancient Youhai city. 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun said: "ancient secluded Sea city? Lord, where are you going and what are you 

doing? Do you want to avenge me? I'm fine. That iron core didn't hurt me. I'm still innocent. " 

 

She only thought that ye Chen went to guyouhai city to avenge her. 

 



After all, not long before, she almost fell into the city of guyouhai. Fortunately, she escaped and even 

snatched a volume of dizang Buddhist scriptures. 

 

Ye Chen said: "no, I have urgent things to deal with, you wait for me to come back." 

 

The change of Fu Zhao was very strong, and the situation of sword anonymity was obviously not good. 

Chapter 6400 

 

 

 

Misty rain immortal Zun heart move, take out a scroll, give ye Chen way: "Lord, here is some information 

of ancient you sea city, you take, may be useful." 

 

She has also experienced in the ancient Youhai city before, so she knows a lot of things, and this 

information naturally has a lot of effects on Ye Chen. 

 

"Well, thank you very much." 

 

Ye Chen takes the scroll. With this information, he can have a better understanding of the ancient 

Youhai city. 

 

"Master demon saint, you are so healing. I'll go out first." 

 

Later, ye Chen said goodbye to the demon Saint Han * * and rose against the wind. He followed the 

instructions of the imperial edict and rushed to the ancient Youhai city! 

 

On the way, ye Chen opens the information scroll given to him by Yanyu xianzun and looks at it carefully, 

intending to understand the situation first. 

 

But this one looks, it is extraordinary. 

 



The origin of ancient Youhai city is more complicated than ye Chen imagined. 

 

It turns out that as early as the Taigu period, the ancient emperor Yuhuang was planning to deal with 

Wutian. 

 

In the dark sea, he quietly built a city, the ancient Youhai City, and sent some strong men to guard it. 

 

In addition, the yuhuanggudi also sent people to build an ancient Youming prison under the ancient 

Youhai city. The purpose was to imprison many sacred animals. Originally, he dealt with Wutian. 

 

Because Hongjun's secret place is in the dark forbidden sea, this place has attracted countless creatures. 

 

In addition to the Terran, there are many demons, demons, orcs and so on. 

 

Yuhuanggudi has been waiting for the hare. Since Taigu, he has caught many sacred animals and tamed 

them with strong means. 

 

The dark forbidden sea is the territory of Mozu Wutian. If the yuhuanggudi sends people in on a large 

scale, it will be exposed. It is impossible to hide Mozu Wutian's eyes. 

 

However, if it is to capture the beast and lay out the chess pieces, even if it is Wutian, it may not be able 

to find it. 

 

At one time, the ancient Youhai city was a hidden city without a city leader. But later, an Tiexin rebelled 

and attacked the city by force. He occupied the city and established himself as a city leader. 

 

An Tiexin, originally a disciple of wanxu temple, was ordered to search for treasure in Hongjun secret 

place. 

 

And the treasure he was looking for was the Bone Demon flag! 

 



The Bone Demon flag is very mysterious, and an Tiexin has not been found, but he got a piece of magic 

weapon by chance. 

 

It's just a piece of magic weapon, but it made him change his life. Later, he even broke through the 

shackles! 

 

After getting the fragments of the magic weapon of the Bone Demon flag, an Tiexin rebelled directly, 

took the magic weapon for his own use, and captured the ancient Youhai City, suppressed all the strong 

people in the ruins, and cut the land for the king. 

 

This ancient secluded Sea city, in the dark forbidden sea territory, even the ancient emperor can not 

directly intervene. 

 

Therefore, the mountains are high and the emperor is far away. An Tiexin is sure that the ancient 

emperor Yu Huang can't intervene, so he ceded the land to be king. 

 

He is not ambitious. He just wants to dominate the open sea, but he doesn't dare to fight against the 

devil. 

 

At present, the Wen family and the Xiahou family are exterminated by the whole family of Wutian, the 

demon ancestor, and an Tiexin has lost these two competitors. His ancient Youhai city is naturally 

becoming more and more powerful in the open sea. 

 

"Now an Tiexin is not what he used to be. He's a mountain king. I guess he won't recognize the old 

friend of sword nameless." 

 

Ye Chen knows the secret history of the ancient Youhai city and the history of an Tiexin's fortune. He 

secretly guesses. 

 

All the way to fly, to the next morning, ye Chen finally came to the destination. 

 

At present, it is a rather special city. 

 



This city, half buried in the sea, only half exposed. 

 

The exposed half of the city is filled with gray and gloomy atmosphere, with the charm of ancient times. 

Every brick and stone is engraved with complex patterns, which is quite strange. 

 

"Is this the ancient Youhai city..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, overlooking the ancient city below, trying to capture the unknown 

breath of the sword, and found a familiar wave. 

 

The sword is nameless, in the ancient sea city! 

 

"I don't know what happened in the ancient Youhai city." 

 

Ye chenpan thought, ready to land. 

 

"Master, this city is a little strange!" 

 

At this time, Xiao Huang's voice suddenly spread to Ye Chen's ears. 

 

Ye Chen doubts a way: "eh? What's the matter? " 

 

Xiao Huang has not moved for a long time. Why did he suddenly open his mouth? 

 

Xiao Huang sucked his nose and said, "I feel that there is a lot of powerful animal breath hidden here! 

Kui Niu, demon ape, blue eyed Golden Lion, green scale eagle and jiuyouyu are all the sacred animals of 

the archaic times 

 

Ye Chen moved in his heart and said, "this used to be the territory of the yuhuanggudi, where countless 

powerful beasts were imprisoned and sealed. Originally, he was prepared to deal with Wutian. It seems 

that even today, there are still many archaic beasts." 



 

Little zodiac: "no, in addition to the ordinary Archean beast, I can smell the same breath." 

 

Hearing the words, ye Chen was surprised and said: "like? It's the same as you. It's a double pupil 

nightmare? Is there a nightmare in the world? " 

 

Xiao Huang's strength is incomparably powerful. If Gu Youhai city has his own kind, it is absolutely worth 

exploring. 

 

Xiao Huang hesitated for a moment and said, "I'm not sure. I need to go in and have a look." 

 

Ye Chen "Er" a, way: "if can investigate the origin of your life experience clearly, that is good." 

 

The origin of Xiao Huang is very mysterious. Ye Chen only knows that he came from Taigu, but he 

doesn't know the specific origin. 

 

As ye Chen's means to deduce the secrets of nature become more and more powerful, he feels that Xiao 

Huang's real life experience should not be simple, and the background may be older than before! 

 

Ye Chen landed in the ancient Youhai city. The city is actually a water city. Boats and boats come and go 

in the city. There are many people, restaurants, chambers of Commerce and trade houses. It's very busy 

to build on the water. 

 

If you only look at the surface, the ancient Youhai city looks like a city of water commercial port. The city 

owner an Tiexin has been operating for many years, making the ancient Youhai city a distribution center 

of wealth and resources in the open sea. 

 

Of course, the real secret of the ancient Youhai city is hidden under the water, that is, in the half of the 

city sunk in the sea. 

 

Ordinary people are not qualified to enter the underwater city. They don't even know where the 

entrance is. 



 

Ye Chen hands behind, staring around, trying to find the unknown breath of the sword. 

 

Hum! 

 

The contact sign in his body, a violent shock, showed him the unknown position of the sword. 

 

"Over here!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes look to the north, and the nameless breath of the sword is in this direction! 

 

After a violent shock, the light of Fu Zhao gradually faded. 

 

Obviously, the sword is extremely dangerous at the moment, and even the life and death may only be in 

one thought. 

 

"No, he can't hold it!" 

 

Ye Chen feels the difference of Fu Zhao, his eyes sink, the sword is nameless, life and death are at stake, 

things have come to the time of no delay. 


